
DIGITAL ART F ILES
GUIDELINES & SPECIFICATIONS

PL ATFORM

RESOLUTION

PHOTOSHOP

ILLUSTR ATOR & INDESIGN

CONTACT US

ACCEPTED APPLICATIONS

Our production department works on high-end state of the art 
Macintosh computers. We can accept artwork created on either 
Mac or Windows platforms.

RECOMMENDED DPI AT FULL SIZE: 200–400 if viewed from 
less than 2 feet. 100 DPI if viewed from greater than 2 feet.
P H O T O S H O P F IL E S:  Artwork in Photoshop created below 
50ppi at full output size will print pixelated and greatly diminish 
image quality. Photoshop images that are re-sampled up to 
meet the 50 ppi minimum greatly suffer in image quality. 
V E C T O R F IL E S:  Vector files are resolution independent and 
can be used for output at any size.

With Photoshop images, it is important to have the correct 
resolution. Do not re-sample your image resolution up to more 
than 25%, as it will greatly affect image quality. Most Photoshop 
files can be built at full size, if built smaller than the output, 
make sure your resolution is proportional to scale.

If Photoshop images are placed, the .tiff file format is 
recommended for those images, although .psd and .eps are 
acceptable. Please save the file in either .ai or .indd file format. 
Be sure to include the linked Photoshop images as separate 
files, even if you embedded the files or saved as an .eps. 

If you are having any trouble, please ask us for any help or 
information. We are here to make your job easier!
OFFICE PHONE: +1.732.663.0111
EMAIL: SALES@MACGRAPHICSERVICES.COM

On occasion, a high-res PDF file may be used for production. 
Otherwise, digital artwork* is preferred in the following formats:
ADOBE PHOTOSHOP, ILLUSTRATOR & INDESIGN
QUARK

.TIFF OR .EPS FILES
*FOR BEST RESULTS, SUBMIT FILES IN CMYK

APPLICATION GUIDELINES
Please read the following carefully to ensure smooth production 
for your project:
FONTS: include all screen and printer fonts used in your  
document and imported graphics. Please outline your text.
SIZE: set up your document in proportion to your final output  
size. Avoid setting up any file at less than ¹⁄�� scale to the final 
output size.
COLORS: indicate any PMS colors to be matched CMYK and 
provide a Pantone Coated color swatch. [Note–PMS colors  
cannot be exactly matched in CMYK at all times, but we will  
come very close if not ]. PMS colors should be left as a SPOT  
linked to swatches.
IMAGES: include imported graphics in your document and,  
if possible, please do not embed imported images. Please link  
the images.
BLEED: indicate if your file contains bleed [imaging beyond the 
finished size]. Indicate the live area dimensions and the bleed 
dimensions on your hard copy or digital PDF file.
FILE: provide a color or black and white comp of the final  
graphic, or a digital PDF file.

MEDIA
All submitted digital art should be accompanied by a digital PDF  
file or hard copy, showing layouts, measurements and bleed, 
with any special instructions included. When sending digital 
files, only include those related to the job. Do not compress files. 
Artwork can be stored and sent on the following formats:
CD OR DVD
FLASHDRIVES
INTERNET FILE SHARING SERVICES SUCH AS DROPBOX OR 
GOOGLE DRIVE

M A C  G R A P H I C  S E R V I C E S


